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2As we will describe below, expressions can be assigned as definitions to atomic
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This use of defined symbols, however, is purely for the convenience of
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3).
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taxonomy
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overview.

of angles of a triangle

system is completely

and ASK
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or a set of first-order

the interface
Figure

the number

from

and disJointness
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to stress that the service provided by KRYPTON as a

representation

of the TELL

the information

that is not provided by the subsumption

operations

on a knowlso far provide

provided

the notions

of a

clauses in normal form are not part of

by the system 4 The actual symbolic

to realize the TELL

used by KRYPTON

specified by a definition

In particular,

structures

and ASK operations

are not

available to the user. While it might be useful to think of a knowledge
base as structured in a certain way, this structure can only be inferred
base can be divided into

from the system’s

two groups: the TELL operations, used to augment a knowledge base,
and the ASK operations, used to extract information.
In either case,

The operations

on a KRYPTON knowledge

allow finer-grained

the operation

the operations

can be definitional

and asserts

that it is true.

the knowledge

operation

speaking,

is to change

defined in the TBox.

3The

status

of function

base and the vocabulary
Schematically,

symbols

and predicate

can be told (involving
to TELL)

to other terms

in the

of this approach

that
bases,5

but again it will be
used to implement

expressions

to knowledge

conceptually

language).

representa-

between what a system

in the language

and what it has to actually

tures in the implementation

remember

used as arguments

(involving

data struc-

This allows us to consider

an
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41n [s], we present a definition of TELL and ASK that is completely independent
of how the knowledge is represented in a knowledge base and is based instead on

symbols with more than two argu-

the set of worlds that are compatible

ments is unclear at present. There is no problem incorporating
them as primitive8
into the ABox language; the issue is what facilities there should be for relating
them definitionally

property

tion is that there is a difference

used in the sentence, as

we can describe

to be deduced,

that count, not the data structures

One interesting

of the world implies that

sentence. The corresponding
ASK operation takes a sentence and asks
if it is true. The result is determined on the basis of the current theory
held by the knowledge
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to be made among knowledge

them.

takes an ABox sentence

The effect, roughly

base into one whose theory

One might consider

distinctions

allowing even more of its structure

or assertional.

In terms of the ABox, the TELL

behavior.

with what is known.

‘One possibility, for example, is an ABox ASK operator
form of limited inference over what is known.

TBox.
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that is, in some sense, more expressive
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supply

In [S], a modal

arguments

represented

‘auto-epistemic’

to TELL and yet the resulting

in first-order

than the im-

that the diflerence can be accounted

one, provided

for in

language

is used to

knowledge

is always

in efficiency over simply asserting
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that take into account
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extensions

dependencies

postulates

as aMoms~T

of standard
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rules

among predicates

derivable

from

TBox definitions.

terms.

For example, the reasoning

of a standard

resolution

theorem

prover

depends
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Having discussed

the desired functionality

edge representation
building

on noticing that an occurrence of @(z) in one clause is inconsistent with 1 $(z) in another. Given that realization, the two clauses
can be used to infer a resolvent clause. The scope of this inference
of the
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knowl-

system, we now sketch in general terms how we are

a system with these capabilitites.

rule can be expanded

The first thing

tency of two literals.8 That is, since triangle and rectangle

are disjoint,

and rectangle(z)

situation

is that

because

of the expressive

very general

reasoning

Specifically,

we cannot

typical

strategies

of the ABox

power of the assertional

language,

will be needed to answer questions.

representation

to the special-purpose

methods

to locate

a representational

object

of the cow-in-the-field

an instantiation

standing

Concept),

cows and that at least one of his animals
The second
predicate

point worth

ally inconsistent

the ABox is that

but

4.2

literals can still be resolved provided
polygon

of those

once told that Elsie is a cow, the ABox should

steps in a deduction,
to compute

of the first one since they depend on how the
the issue here is that

the ABox predicates are not simply unconnected primitives (as in firstorder logic), so that if we want to use standard first-order reasoning
we have to somehow make the connections

implied by the

TBox.
the simplest way to make the TBox-ABox

connection

strategy

performed

reasonably

cow we could automatically

first-order

reasoning

after defining

assert sentences

over the

the Concept

saying that every cow is

an animal and that cows are not bulls, as if these were observed
about

the world.

As far as the ABox is concerned,

term would be no more than the assertion

the definition

of a ‘meaning

In some sense, this would yield a ‘hybrid’ system
discussed

facts

stating

the

Absolutely

most important

by our TBox language

l), we stand

gain

%deed,
by far the most common rendering of definitions in systems based on firstorder logic is as assertions of a certain form (universally quantilied bi-conditionals),
a treatment
which fails to distinguish them from the more arbitrary
facts that
happen to have the same logical form.

route.
can be

limit on the TBox operations
One can imagine

wanting

a

providing

a set of term-forming

of getting
facilities

a usable

our

predicates

like those we have already discussed-see

at least a chance

algorithm

Table
while

that have been found useful

in AI applications.
The situation
of term-forming
language

is far from resolved,

of term subsumption
operators.

without

however.

The computational

seems to be very sensitive to the choice

For example, it appears that given our TBox

the VRDifITtole

I?

a significant

postulate

much less an efficient one. By restricting

initional

and provides

are as hard as theorem

to what might be called the ‘frame-definable’

algorithm will be O(n”) at worst;
however, the problem is as difficult

information,

nothing will be gained by our

itself.

same set of facts. Our goal, however, is to develop an ABox reasoner
that avoids such redundancies,
maintains the distinction between defand assertional

between

quickly with respect to the ABox.

would then be possible,

complexity

like the kind

in [3] and 1121, since we would have two notations

has to be

information

language that would allow arbitrary ‘lambda-definable’ predicates to be
specified. The trouble is that no complete algorithm for subsumption

of a

postulate’.6

an ABox reasoner

and disjointness

if the TBox operations

The first and perhaps
is provided

(in terms of operators

standard

if the TBox is

it should answer, in

three steps to ensure that the TBox operations

the ABox, and then to perform

For example,

Thus,

we could just as well have gone the meaning

TBox language

theory.

the conditionthat we include

we have to be very careful about how long it takes

is to cause the act of defining a term in the TBox to assert a sentence in
expanded

in the resolvent.

is disjoint from -rectangle,

that information.

implementation
We are taking

resultant

only when all the angles of

In such cases, the clauses containing

able to access TBox subsumption

not logical consequences

Conceptually,

with -rectangle(z)

has

The literal

Making a TBox

know that Elsie is an animal and is not a bull. However, these facts are

techniques,

assume that rectangle

angle right-angle).

Since we take the point of view that

if the

are indeed TBox terms, then

cow is defined in the TBox. In general,

polygon

also imply

effect, “only when all the angles are right angles”.

proving;

Concept

For example,

of the condition

asked whether

has escaped into the field.

needs to have access to the TBox definitions

For example,

is inconsistent

The

TBox definitions

since, among other

Smith owns nothing

about

symbols of the ABox language

the ABox reasoner
terms.

noticing

by the fact that

inconsistencies.

5 are right angles.

sub-

are inconsistent.

for it (i.e.,

we may not know all the cows or even how many there are.

Yet, we may very well have been told that

polygon(z)

and since polygon

and rectangle(z)

been defined as (VRGenerIc

the negation

systems.

to find out if there is a cow in the field, it will not

For example,

things,

an implementation

limit ourselves

of frame-based

be sufficient

about

are inconsistent;

‘polygon(z)

is complicated

‘conditional’

to notice

informa-

the inconsis-

triangle(z)

Making an ABox

and disjointness

means of recognizing

sumes rectangle,
4.1

by using subsumption

tion from the TBox as an additional

operator,

the term subsumption

with the VRDifIRole operator,
as propositional
theorem proving

‘There are already precedents in the theorem-proving
literature (see [8] and Ill])
for using special information
about subsumption
and disjointness of predicates as
a way of guiding a proof procedure.
8See [IS] for a similar

approach

to augmenting

resolution

by ‘building-in’ a theory.

As a second step towards

fulfilling

the TBox, we have adopted
sumption

relationships

data structure.

this efficiency

a caching

for symbols

an explicit

We are also developing

methods

cache to include both absolute and conditional
about TBox terms.
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is how to determine
conditional

a useful subset
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